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people who may be socially isolated. We’re a
tight-knit community that looks out for each
other and SHIP’s programs have brought us
even closer together to improve the health and
wellbeing of those most at risk.

It’s an honour to be involved with the Social
Health & Inclusion Port (SHIP) project.

These outcomes don’t occur by accident. With
clear goals and lots of good will, SHIP has
successfully partnered with a range of local
community groups and organisations to deliver
health and social outcomes that might not
have been achieved otherwise. Port Melbourne
residents who engage with SHIP are able
to build new friendships, have meaningful
involvement with their local community, and
take action on things they are passionate about.
Everyone deserves these things.

I first became aware of its purpose and the
wonderful people SHIP helps in 2012, when
Star Health (formerly Inner South Community
Health) was discussing where to locate a major
health initiative. To say I was happy they chose
my home suburb of Port Melbourne is an
understatement.

I am extremely pleased for the community that
Star Health has committed to further support of
SHIP. Along with my fellow City of Port Phillip
councillors, I look forward to witnessing the
great outcomes that residents and SHIP have
proved they can achieve, in the months and
years ahead.

Since that initial contact five years ago, I’ve
been hooked and have been attending SHIP
Committee meetings and a myriad of other
events that serve the community. And as a local
councillor, I’ve seen how valuable it is to give
tailored support and opportunities that connect

Bernadene Voss
Mayor, City of Port Phillip
28 August 2017
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Health Promotion Team to work collaboratively
with local people and agencies to understand
local health and wellbeing issues and work
together on solutions.
This evaluation comes at the end of five years
of exciting work with members of the local Port
Melbourne community. This work provides
an insight what happens when people of
good will come together willing to combine
their resources; people become connected,
communities become more friendly and this
improves the health of the entire community.
Star Health has been privileged to lead and
work with the Port Melbourne community to
build a place-based health promotion project.
This work became known as Social Health &
Inclusion Port (SHIP). Close to the shipping
facilities of the Port of Melbourne, SHIP is a
great example of our commitment to support
and build local communities which promote
health and wellbeing for all.
Over the past 20 years, Port Melbourne has
grown greatly, but there was a growing concern
that some within the community were being left
behind. We know that this can lead to health
inequalities, and this reduces people’s ability to
enjoy the full potential of their life. This is why
investing in health promotion is so important.
Starting in 2012, SHIP marked a shift in Star
Health’s approach to health promotion work.
The more focused and long-term approach
taken by SHIP has allowed the Star Health -

Star Health has been providing community
based health services over the past 40 years
and especially as Fishermans Bend develops,
we will continue invest in the health and
wellbeing of the people who live in the Port
Melbourne community and surrounds.
Star Health has committed to continue its
support for SHIP to further build the capacity
of local people to lead community change. We
will continue to build on the knowledge and
partnerships built through SHIP to deliver the
services and supports that the Port Melbourne
community needs now and into the future.

Judith Klepner
President
Star Health Group Ltd
28 August 2017
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(Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 2011)

14,508

8%

21.3%

65%

20%

POPULATION

LIVED IN
SOCIAL/PUBLIC HOUSING
COMPARED TO 4.8%
FOR THE WHOLE
CITY OF
PORT PHILLIP

OF INDIVIDUALS
EARNED OVER $2,000
PER WEEK
COMPARED TO 6.5%
IN THE GREATER
MELBOURNE REGION

WERE BORN IN
AUSTRALIA

SPOKE A
LANGUAGE OTHER
THAN ENGLISH
AT HOME.
MOST COMMON:
GREEK & RUSSIAN

PORT MELBOURNE

P

ort Melbourne is located in Melbourne’s
inner south in the City of Port Phillip. The
traditional owners of the area are the
Yalukit Willam clan of the Boon Wurrung people.
It was originally a flood plain surrounded by sea,
river, creeks and lagoons.
Since the arrival of Europeans, Port Melbourne
has played a significant role in migration to
Australia. Station Pier, opened in 1854, has been
a key entry point for generations of new arrivals.
Of particular significance is the large wave of
migrants to Australia post World War II. Many
of these migrants made Port Melbourne their
home.
Historically Port Melbourne was pre-dominantly
a working-class suburb, with many of its
residents working on the docks and in the
manufacturing industry based at Fishermans
Bend. Port Melbourne has played a key role

in the history of Victoria’s social and public
housing. In the 1920s the State Savings Bank
of Victoria undertook an innovative low-cost
housing scheme in what was to become known
as the Garden City area of Port Melbourne. Port
Melbourne was also the site of the newly formed
Housing Commission of Victoria’s first public
housing estate in the 1930s and subsequently
was home to 12 public housing estates.
Port Melbourne, however, has rapidly changed
in the last 20 years or so. The desirability of its
inner city beachside location has contributed
to a large number of professional, high income
earners making the suburb their home. As a
result the population has boomed over the
last 20 years; with a 39% increase occurring
between 2001 and 2011 (ABS Census 2001
and 2011). This has contributed to the demand
for new apartments and townhouses that
have rapidly spread across the suburb. Today
7

Port Melbourne’s median household income
is amongst the highest in the City of Port
Phillip, while, at the same time, it retains a high
proportion of people living in public and social
housing.
In 2012 the Victorian State Government
announced a new urban renewal area at
Fishermans Bend, earmarking it for significant
residential development and a number of
new employment precincts (http://www.
fishermansbend.vic.gov.au/). It is predicted in
the next 35 years that the area will be home
to 80,000 residents and 60,000 jobs. This will
rapidly increase the population living and
working in the area and has the potential to
further change the face of Port Melbourne.
Port Melbourne was selected as the site for Star
Health’s major place-based health promotion
project from a number of other potential
locations within the Cities of Port Phillip and
Stonnington. The selection of Port Melbourne

8

was based on extensive research and
consultation that identified a number of reasons
to concentrate efforts in Port Melbourne:
▶ Star Health did not have a site in Port
Melbourne.
▶ There were substantial areas of public
housing.
▶ The gentrification of the suburb had created
social divisions and pockets of social
isolation and exclusion.
▶ There were geographical and transport
barriers to residents accessing services and
programs which were concentrated in South
Melbourne and St Kilda.
▶ Rapid population growth had put pressure
on local services including the local primary
school.
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Port Melbourne Beach
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Bay Street Shopping Precinct
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Garden City Reserve
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Lagoon Reserve

Port Melbourne's Front and Rear Lights (Beacons)
which became symbols for the SHIP project
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THE SHIP PROJECT

S

ocial Health & Inclusion Port (SHIP) was
established in July 2012 as the major
health promotion initiative of Star Health.
SHIP was developed as a partnership project
between local partner agencies and local
residents.

The SHIP project staff were employed by Star
Health as part of the Health Promotion Team.
Star Health also provided the infrastructure and
activity funding. This was mainly funded through
Star Health’s Integrated Health Promotion
funding from the Victorian Department of
Health and Human Services.
The SHIP Community Committee was
established in February 2013 to oversee
SHIP. The committee commenced with equal
representation of agencies and residents (10
agency members and 10 resident members).
The committee was established to set the
direction for the project, monitor progress and
provide space for residents and agencies to
work collaboratively towards creating a healthier
community. The committee was responsible for
developing of SHIP’s vision, mission and ways
of working.

TIMELINE
10

In 2013 SHIP undertook a community
assessment to identify the health priorities of
the local community and inform SHIP 2013-2017
Community Plan. The community assessment
included:
▶ training a group of residents as community
researchers,
▶ a community survey of 227 people with a
connection to Port Melbourne,
▶ focus groups with young people who were
missed by the community survey,
▶ analysis of local health data, and
▶ auditing of local assets including health
services, community and sporting facilities,
community groups, sports clubs and
community events and activities.
This community assessment was used to inform
the SHIP planning process and the selection
of four key health and wellbeing priorities and
the development of objectives for each of these
priorities.

Work to establish
SHIP started

1st SHIP
Community
Committee Meeting

SHIP
Community Survey
conducted

SHIP
Community Plan
completed

LeaderSHIP Committee
capacity building
project

JULY 2012

25 FEBRUARY 2013

MARCH-APRIL 2013

DECEMBER 2013

OCT 2013 ▶ OCT 2014

VISION
Health & Wellbeing for all

MISSION
Local residents and organisations working together
to create a healthy and inclusive Port Melbourne Community

WAYS OF WORKING
We value and include everyone
We create opportunities for people to participate in different ways
We support local people’s leadership and ownership of the project
We know Port Melbourne and take action on the things that matter to local people
We build connections and work together
We support local solutions that use local skills and talents
We build on the strengths within the community
We work towards sustainable outcomes for the Port Melbourne community

PRIORITIES

Social
Connections

Physical
Activity

Healthy
Eating

Access to
Health Services

Audit of community
assets

Implementation
of projects

SHIP Community
Committee
sustainability planning

SHIP Transition
Working Group
established

End of 1st phase
of SHIP

SHIP evaluation
completed

NOV 2013 ▶ SEP 2014

JAN 2014 ▶ JULY 2017

JUNE 2016

OCTOBER 2016

JUNE 2017

AUGUST 2017

EVALUATION APPROACH

S

HIP’s approach to evaluation grew and
developed in response to the changing
needs of the project. The evolution of
SHIP’s approach to evaluation was also a result
of growing understanding of how evaluation
could be used to inform decision-making and
learning.

SHIP’s evaluation processes were developed
with four main audiences in mind:

▶ the Department of Health and Human

Services(DHHS) to provide accountability to
the major funder of SHIP,

▶ the SHIP Community Committee to inform
their decision-making about the project,

▶ the Health Promotion Team to inform its

work on SHIP and its other health promotion
work, and

▶ the broader community to inform them about
SHIP’s outcomes and achievements.

The SHIP evaluation framework aimed to:

▶ assess the variety and reach of SHIP’s work,
▶ assess the extent to which the SHIP
Community Plan was implemented,

▶ identify the significant impacts of SHIP’s
work,

▶ and identify the success factors and
challenges for SHIP’s work.
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SHIP staff recorded a range of project data
including meetings, communications, funding
applications, training, volunteers, partnerships
and project reach. SHIP staff also maintained a
project journal that recorded informal feedback,
new project ideas, community concerns and
staff reflections. Participant questionnaires and
interviews were also used where appropriate
to get feedback on the type of participants, the
satisfaction of participants and the changes that
had resulted from the initiative. SHIP staff also
completed event logs as a way of reflecting on
the successes and challenges of key activities.
It was challenging to maintain reliable and
consistent data collection because of the range
of very different initiatives and the number of
staff recording data.
Another significant challenge for the evaluation
of SHIP was to assess the impact of SHIP’s
work at a community level. SHIP successfully
maintained comprehensive records of what
was done and who was reached but had more
limited data on the changes that occurred at a
local level.
As a result of this gap it was decided that the
Most Significant Change technique would be
used to capture the impacts that had been
achieved across the project. This involved
conducting 18 interviews with a range of key
stakeholders in which they were asked to
identify the significant changes that occurred as
a result of SHIP in three key domains; changes
for individual people, changes for organisations
and changes for the Port Melbourne community.
The analysis of these interviews was used to

identify broad themes of change that resulted
from SHIP.
SHIP‘s evaluation data was used and
analysed on a regular basis to report on key
achievements, guide decision-making and
reflect on learning. This included quarterly
reporting to Star Health, annual reporting to
DHHS, annual planning for the SHIP Community
Committee and Health Promotion Team and
SHIP transition planning.
Through the evaluation of SHIP the Health
Promotion Team has developed its capacity to
evaluate complex health promotion initiatives
and has learnt how to improve its approach to
evaluation in future.

SHIP EVALUATION DATA

■

SHIP Community Survey 2013

■

SHIP Community Plan

■

SHIP Project Journal

■

SHIP Project Database

■

Event logs

■

Participant surveys and
interviews

■

Annual SHIP Community
Committee Survey

■

Most Significant Change
Interviews
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THE MODEL

Approach to Health Promotion

I

n 2010 Star Health decided to shift its
approach to health promotion and
undertook an extensive review of how it
used its Integrated Health Promotion Funding.
This funding had been spread across the
organisation. A number of different allied health
workers, overseen by a health promotion
coordinator, undertook small amounts of health
promotion project work in addition to their
clinical roles. As a result of the review it was
identified that model could be strengthened
by consolidating health promotion funding into
a team with the skills and time to effectively
undertake this work. It was also decided to
focus on a long-term placed-based project
which would be more able to deliver health
promotion outcomes.

14

The establishment of a Health Promotion
Team with staff with health promotion as their
substantive role allowed Star Health to employ
people with specific skills in health promotion,
community development, and planning and
evaluation. It also created an environment
where health promotion staff could work
together on projects using their complementary
skills sets.

also the skills and time within the team to
undertake more extensive evaluation of its work.

Star Health’s shift to a more focused and better
resourced approach to health promotion had
a number of benefits. It meant there was a
more strategic approach because there was
the time and resources to scope the health and
wellbeing needs of the community and identify
appropriate interventions. The team created
the capacity and credibility to attract additional
funding for projects and programs. There was

The development of SHIP as a major placebased project was another important shift.
The SHIP model was based on other major
neighbourhood based projects such as the
Victorian Government’s Neighbourhood
Renewal program. This kind of approach is
based on an understanding that the places that
people live have a significant influence on their
health outcomes. In addition, changes to social

and health outcomes require focused and longterm investment.
The lessons learnt by the Health Promotion
Team in the last five years have been used to
develop a new health promotion model for Star
Health that will guide its future work. This model
has a focus on achieving health equity through
systems change with an emphasis on building
collaborative relationships with partners that
go beyond single projects as well as working
with those impacted by health issues to create
change.

STAFF HOURS
The Health Promotion Team staff hours doubled
between 2012/13 and 2016/17.

We decided to run a major project
over a longer period of time with more
resources and a broader section of the
community.
Alan Murnane
General Manager Star Health

SHIP has been very well-resourced
and has the right people . . .
Kate Kelly
Manager
Port Melbourne
Neighbourhood Centre

GRANTS
The Health Promotion Team secured close to
$90,000 over 4 years in grants and program funding
in addition to core funding from the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Opposite, Tara Kelly, Health Promotion Team, Star Health.
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THE MODEL

Decision-making

S

HIP’s engagement with the Port
Melbourne community was key to the
development and implementation of
the project. This approach was informed by
community development theory and practice
including community participation models such
as at the IAP2’s Public Participation Spectrum:
www.iap2.org.au/About-Us/About-IAP2Australasia-/Spectrum

The involvement of residents and partner
agencies in SHIP’s decision-making processes
was an important part of this community
participation approach. The SHIP Community
Committee was the cornerstone of this
approach. The committee's bi-monthly meetings
provided an important forum for residents and
partner agency members to keep up-to-date
with SHIP and to inform SHIP’s work. The
participation of residents in the committee was
16

supported through a sitting fee. The committee
fostered an open environment where people
from diverse backgrounds could be heard
and connect with each other and the different
local agencies. The aim was for ultimate
decision-making power to be held by the SHIP
Community Committee. Generally the SHIP staff
supported the committee by providing options
to them for discussion, often in small groups,
and this was used to inform decision-making.
In addition to the committee, SHIP facilitated
a range of other decision-making groups
including working groups for each of the SHIP
priorities and planning groups for specific
projects and tasks. These groups met as needed
or while there was sufficient participation. They
generally included a mixture of residents and
agency representatives and included people
beyond the SHIP Community Committee.

Therefore they provided opportunities for a
broader range of people and organisations to be
involved in SHIP’s decision-making processes.
SHIP also provided opportunities for the
participation of the broader community in the
development of the SHIP Community Plan.
This included a survey of 227 Port Melbourne
community members and focus groups with
young people. The feedback on what people
liked about Port Melbourne and what they
thought were the key health and wellbeing
issues was used to inform the selection of
priorities by the SHIP Community Committee.
A key lesson was that in order to engage a
diversity of people in decision-making there
needs to be a variety of different opportunities
for involvement as well as an open and inclusive
culture. If ultimate decision-making is to sit with
the community there needs to be appropriate
processes in place to support the community
to come to decisions. In addition community
members need to be supported to develop the
confidence and skills to engage in decisionmaking processes.

. . . getting the community to
identify those health issues to
work on, I think that was really
brilliant.
Janet Bolitho
Port Melbourne resident
& community leader

SHIP fosters a positive culture
where a diverse range of people
can be heard . . .
David Sinclair
former SHIP
Resident Committee Member

27
residents participated in the SHIP Community
Committee since its establishment in February 2013
SHIP facilitated more than

13
decision-making groups including the SHIP
Committee, priority working groups, and project
planning groups

It wasn’t nimble as there were
20 of us around a table making
decisions, but I don’t think that
held up decisions a lot.
Alan Murnane
General Manager Star Health

Opposite, SHIP Committee 2017
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THE MODEL

Communications

S

HIP’s community assessment highlighted
that people in Port Melbourne found it
difficult to find out what was happening
in the community, including the services
and supports that were available. As a result
SHIP prioritised keeping the Port Melbourne
community informed and committed significant
staff time and resources to this task.

SHIP aimed to communicate with the Port
Melbourne community to keep them informed
about what SHIP was doing, to advertise
opportunities for people to get involved in
SHIP as a well to promote services, events and
activities of other local agencies and community
groups.
SHIP communicated with the Port Melbourne
community in a number of different ways.
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There was a regular e-newsletter, a hardcopy
newsletter that was delivered to key areas of
public housing and community hubs, as well
as flyers and postcards promoting key SHIP
activities. SHIP also maintained an online
presence through its Facebook and Twitter
profiles, sections on the Star Health website and
the previous Inner South Community Health
website and a PORTogether project blog. SHIP
engaged in person with the Port Melbourne
community through regular attendance at
community events. SHIP also utilised other
local media and had regular articles in local
newspapers, City Of Port Phillip publications,
and school and community group newsletters.
SHIP also developed a number of different
information resources which were distributed
in the Port Melbourne community and beyond,

including the My Health Contacts Card, the
More Active More Often Physical Activity Map
and the Healthy Eating on a Budget Toolkit.
SHIP had a less regular and consistent
approach to communicating with other
audiences such as other Star Health staff and
others in health and community sectors. This
may have resulted in missed opportunities to
expand SHIP’s reach and partnerships and to
share of the learning from SHIP.
A key lesson is the importance of prioritising
and investing in communications in order to
successfully engage with the community. There
also needs to be a clear approach to deciding
where to invest communication efforts in
order make the best use of resources. This
includes identifying the key audiences and
communication methods as well as regularly
assessing the effectiveness of these methods.

SHIP has become a clearinghouse and central reference point
for what’s happening in Port
Melbourne.
Ian Gould
former SHIP
Resident Committee Member

600
hardcopy newsletters delivered to households &
community hubs in Port Melbourne – at least
10 times a year

109

emails sent to

265

subscribers to SHIP’s e-newsletter

SHIP has been very good
at communicating with the
community through online forums
and engaging events.
Kate Kelly
Manager
Port Melbourne
Neighbourhood Centre

1500 +
tweets since February 2014

500
Facebook posts since February 2014
19

THE MODEL

Volunteers

V

olunteering was a key part of SHIP’s
community participation approach. SHIP
provided a variety of ways for people
to participate and aimed to utilise the skills
and talents of local people. Volunteers made
a significant contribution to SHIP with most of
SHIP’s many projects and activities involving
volunteers.

An important part of SHIP’s success in
involving volunteers was working closely with
Star Health’s volunteer coordinator. Having
a dedicated volunteer coordinator helped to
formalise volunteer arrangements and supports,
provided access to volunteers beyond the SHIP
networks and helped volunteers to link into
20

other volunteering opportunities within Star
Health.
While volunteers were engaged across a wide
variety of SHIP’s activities those involving social
connections were by far the most popular. Many
of these volunteers were involved in organising
and running social events in the community. The
largest volunteer program was the Waterfront
Welcomers which attracted a large number of
new volunteers to SHIP and Star Health.
SHIP’s volunteer roles included: ad-hoc oneoff roles, time-limited project related roles and
more involved ongoing roles. The wide variety
of volunteer roles included: graphic design,

photography, newsletter folding, distributing
promotional materials, data-entry, transcription,
editing, customer service, bus-driving, traffic
counting, facilitation, organising and running
events, public speaking, sports mentoring,
leading walking groups, research and
development of information resources.
The volunteers expressed that they gained a
variety of benefits from volunteering including:
being able contribute to their community,
feeling more connected to their community and
opportunities to develop skills and confidence.
A key learning was the importance of
appropriate support for volunteers. This not only
improves their experience but it also ensures
that volunteers are selected for roles that fit
their interests and expectations and therefore
reduces volunteer turn-over.

90 +
people volunteered their time with SHIP

35
of SHIP’s projects and activities
used volunteers

It's important to me to offer
something back to the
community.
Yvonne Bowden
Walking Group leader

I suppose it’s enabled me to use
my maritime interest to try and
foster getting visitors into Port
Melbourne.
Russell Griffiths
Waterfront Welcomer

29
volunteers participated in
the Waterfront Welcomers

Opposite, SHIP volunteer, Marie
21

THE MODEL

Resident-led initiatives

S

this SHIP ran two ‘Make It Happen’ workshops
for the broader community to encourage and
support Port Melbourne people to take action
on the issues that mattered to them.

SHIP’s support for local leadership was provided
in a number of different ways. Early on in SHIP
the Community Committee were provided with
training in how to support the community to
generate and develop project ideas. Building on

The SHIP Community Committee and the
priority working groups provided space for
people to bring ideas for discussions and
development. Additional support was also
provided by SHIP staff to develop ideas. For
some project ideas this meant SHIP staff took
the lead on developing and implementing the
projects. For other projects SHIP staff provided

upporting local leadership was an
important objective of SHIP in particular
supporting people to take action on the
things that mattered to them. By doing this SHIP
built on the energy and passion of local people
and supported them to develop their leadership
skills.

22

support to residents who led the projects. This
support included providing advice and input,
providing access to resources such as graphic
designers, covering costs such as printing,
promotion of activities and covering activities
with Star Health’s public liability insurance. The
level of input of SHIP staff depended on the
needs of the residents leading the project.
SHIP supported a diverse range of residentled initiatives. This included a number of
community social events, a weekly community
plunge into Port Phillip Bay, weekly bus trips to
Queen Victoria Market, tours of Port Melbourne
Town Hall, a community arts project on plastic
pollution, a historical bike tour, a health
information wallet card and the promotion of
healthy eating at the local primary school. Most
of these initiatives were small, involving only
one or two residents.
A key lesson was the importance of building on
the passions and strengths of the community.
It is also important to support people to think
through their ideas to assess whether they
will work or if they are the best way to achieve
their goals. There also needs to be support for
residents to come together to develop bigger
project ideas that have more far reaching
impacts.

SHIP supported

12
resident-led or initiated projects

I think SHIP has managed to
give people the opportunity to
get involved in something they’re
passionate about.
Bernadene Voss
Mayor of City of Port Phillip

There have . . . been a number of
community members that have
had the opportunity to develop
leadership skills.
Kate Kelly
Manager
Port Melbourne
Neighbourhood Centre

. . . underpinning every initiative
has been skills and capacity
development and I think this is
the hallmark of the program.
Janet Bolitho
Port Melbourne resident
& community leader

Opposite, David Sinclair and some of the Port Melbourne
Icebergs. David initiated and leads the Icebergs project.
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THE MODEL

Partnerships

C

ollaboration underpinned SHIP and all its
initiatives. This was based on recognition
that to achieve improvements to health
outcomes a range of stakeholders need to
work together and coordinate action. SHIP was
developed as a partnership project with local
agencies with Star Health as the lead agency.
These local agencies guided SHIP through
their representation on the SHIP Community
Committee. They were also key in the delivery of
many of SHIP’s projects. SHIP developed many
new collaborative relationships through its
many projects and engagement with the local
community.
The level of engagement of the original partner
agencies in SHIP varied due to organisational
capacity and the level of alignment of SHIP’s
priorities with their own. The partner agencies’
attendance at the SHIP Community Committee
meetings was inconsistent with only four
agency representatives on average attending
each meeting. Some partner agencies attended
more regularly than others. A number of partner
agencies collaborated on multiple SHIP projects
while others were not able to collaborate on any.
The relationships with original partner agencies,
as well as the new connections, delivered a
range of benefits to SHIP both on an in-kind and
paid basis. The in-kind contributions included:
staff involvement in planning and implementing
projects, access to information and resources,
use of venues, use of equipment and the
promotion of SHIP activities. Paid contributions
were mainly in the form of facilitation of training
programs and other activities.

24

One of SHIP’s key collaborative relationships
was with the City of Port Phillip. Relationships
were built with a number of different areas of
the council. The City of Port Phillip provided
access to community facilities at no cost,
provided permits for SHIP activities, partnered
to deliver a number of SHIP projects and funded
a number of SHIP initiatives through their
community grants program.
SHIP also worked with other areas of Star
Health to develop and deliver SHIP projects.
This included dietetics, physiotherapy, physical
education and oral health. The Smiles 4 Miles
program worked extensively with Star Health’s
Oral Health Team and demonstrated the
benefits that can come from building internal
partnerships and capacity.
SHIP’s collaborative approach also provided
benefit to local agencies and community
groups. SHIP promoted the services, activities
and events of other groups through its
newsletters and other communications. SHIP
also supported other agencies' funding
applications. SHIP regularly participated in
key local community events such as the Port
Melbourne Primary School Fete, the Port
Melbourne Neighbourhood Centre’s Community
Carnival and the Port Melbourne Uniting
Church’s SkillsFest. SHIP also participated in a
number of networks including the City of Port
Phillip’s Vibrant Villages Partnership, the Port
Phillip Health and Wellbeing Alliance and the
Port Melbourne Primary School’s Kids Matter
Program. Additionally SHIP had a focus on
supporting local services and businesses. It

hosted many of its meetings, activities and
events in local community facilities, cafes and
restaurants.
A key learning is the need for sufficient time
and resources to build successful partnerships.
The scale and length of SHIP provided time to
establish relationships, find common ground
and develop ongoing ways of collaborating
beyond single initiatives. For partnerships to be
effective they need to based on shared goals
and mutual benefit.
For many organisations in the health and
community sector their ability to collaborate
is limited due to their restricted and servicedelivery focused funding. The Integrated Health
Promotion funding has the flexibility to help
facilitate collaborative work and to fund the
engagement of local partners.
The diversity of SHIP’s relationships has
highlighted the benefits of looking to
partnerships outside the usual suspects
in the health and community sector. It also
demonstrates the benefit of harnessing Star
Health’s existing structures and processes to
deliver change.

Our profile has been raised
through community involvement
of the Business Association.
Paul Littmann
President
Port Melbourne
Business Association

Working together on events and
projects has been beneficial.
Rob Menzies
South Port Day Links

10
SHIP partner agencies including Star Health
SHIP worked with over

22
different organisations and groups
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Social Connections

T

hrough SHIP’s community assessment
it was identified that Port Melbourne’s
friendly and welcoming ‘village
atmosphere’ was one the reasons people
thought it was a great place to live. However,
many people also felt that the rapid changes
to Port Melbourne’s population were making
it more challenging to establish social
connections, to know what was happening
locally and get involved in the local community.
In particular, people said that the changes
had created a divide between ‘old’ and new’
residents.

Of all SHIP priorities, social connections
attracted the most energy and community
engagement. It attracted the most volunteers,
the most grant funding and delivered the
largest and most successful projects including
Waterfront Welcomers, PORTogether and
Creatures of the Bay. Social connection was also
key to the success of many of the initiatives in
the other priority areas.
SHIP hosted and supported a range of
community activities that provided opportunities
for people to connect with others. This included
one-off events such as three Saturday evening
social events known as Saturday Night Flavours,
two open day events at the Fishermans Bend
Community Centre, the Travel Back to 1945
event at the Centre Avenue shopping strip and
the Picnic in the Park event at Garden City
Reserve. SHIP also supported regular social
activities such a coffee club that met monthly
at a local café and subsequently the Port
Melbourne Social Club that organised monthly
dinners in Port Melbourne and surrounds. These
activities provided opportunities for people to
Janet in the Port Melbourne Simply Living Community
Garden. Janet’s story and the photo by Michelle featured in
PORTogether: People + Places Exhibition, 2015.

build new friendships and created a sense of
community and belonging.
SHIP’s support for local people to take action
on issues initially focussed on supporting the
SHIP Community Committee members to be
to leaders of community change. This was
followed up by two ‘Make it Happen’ events that
provided Port Melbourne community members
with an opportunity to hear from people who
had taken action in their community as well as
to discuss and explore their own ideas.
SHIP also supported a number of residents to
develop and implement their project ideas. This
included: an art therapy group called ZenTangle,
Rochelle’s Mystery Tour (a historical bike tour
and map), Port Melbourne town hall tours, and
the Port Melbourne Social Club dinners.

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
OBJECTIVES
● Making it easier to take part in
activities that link people to others
in their neighbourhood
● Ensuring community spaces are
friendly, welcoming and accessible
to all
● Making it easier for people to create
positive change for their community
● Ensuring the diverse and changing
community is celebrated and valued
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SHIP’s support for people to make change in the
community built the foundations for residents
to lead community change in the future by
providing them with the skills, connections and
confidence to be community leaders.
Ensuring that community spaces were friendly,
welcoming and accessible was one of the
more challenging objectives. The design and
operation of these community spaces was
largely outside SHIP’s direct scope of influence.
SHIP’s involvement in the City of Port Phillip’s
Vibrant Villages Partnership Group brought
about some action on this objective. This
included the establishment of initiatives such as
the Waterfront Welcomers that contributed to
a more welcoming Port Melbourne waterfront
and the Little Free Library project that assisted
community members in constructing and
installing book exchanges in public spaces.
SHIP’s approach to celebrating and valuing
the Port Melbourne community focussed on
a community arts approach. PORTogether
was a community arts program that provided
community members with the skills to
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document their own and the broader area's
stories and history. Creatures of the Bay was
another community arts program that engaged
local residents and school students to see
themselves as caretakers of Port Phillip Bay
and to work towards reducing the impact of
plastic pollution on the marine environment.
Participants in these projects learnt more about
their local community and came to together to
work with others with a common purpose.
The success of these community arts projects
demonstrated the important role that the arts
can play in building social connections and
community pride. This is because they provide
tangible outcomes and engage people from a
range of backgrounds and ages.
Another key learning was about the importance
of bringing people together around a common
purpose or interest. While general social events
can bring people together, these interest-based
connections are maintained through people
finding common ground. People often make
social connections through activities that are
not primarily focussed on social connections.

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

… it was meeting local people with
the opportunity to have a meaningful
relationship through a shared goal.
Opposite: Port Melbourne Social Club – from left, Rochelle, Susie, Lulu,
Ben and Steve. Above, from top: Paul and Dani, photo by Kate; Dugga,
photo by Carmen

Amanda
Resident

... I think it has contributed in a small
way to a sense of community pride.
Janet Bolitho
Port Melbourne resident
& community leader

I still see the people walking around
that I’ve done courses with and I’ll
stop them and say hello.
Denise Tsoukalas
City of Port Phillip
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SOCIAL CONNECTIONS PROGRAMS & EVENTS
Port Melbourne Social Club
Ran 14 Port Melbourne Social Club dinners and
outings

Creatures of the Bay
Creatures of the Bay engaged over 300
students in creating art works that highlighted
the impact of plastic pollution on the bay.
Artwork pictured opposite, Devon Spilecki
Untitled 2017.

Rochelle's Mystery Tour
3000 copies of the self-guided bike tour map
were printed and 25 people participated in
guided bike tours run by Rochelle.

Rochelle's Mystery Tour Map

Little Free Libraries
In partnership with the City of Port Phillip
Council and the Port Phillip Men’s Shed
Association, 9 Little Free Libraries were
constructed and installed in neighbourhoods
across the City of Port Phillip

Little Free Libraries Port Phillip
30
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SOCIAL CONNECTIONS CASE STUDY
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Waterfront Welcomers
Waterfront Welcomers was established in 2014 as part of a
City of Port Phillip initiative to bring more life and activity to
the Port Melbourne waterfront. The number of cruise ships
visiting Port Melbourne’s Station Pier had more than
doubled between 2005 and 2015 but Port Melbourne
was not seeing the benefits of these visitors.
The aim of the Waterfront Welcomers program was to
train and support local volunteers to welcome cruise
ship passengers to the Port Melbourne waterfront and
provide information about the local area that would
encourage them to spend time in Port Melbourne and the
City of Port Phillip.
A number of organisations partnered to make this program
possible. The City of Port Phillip funded the program. Star
Health managed and supported the volunteers. Port
Melbourne Neighbourhood Centre provided training for
the volunteers in customer service. The Port Melbourne
Business Association funded a free rickshaw service
that took over 2,500 visitors to Bay Street. The Victorian
Ports Corporation provided use of an information hub
at Station Pier where the volunteers were based.
Over the three cruise ship seasons that Waterfront
Welcomers has operated so far the volunteer
welcomers have spoken to over 22,000 visitors
and contributed over 1,800 hours of their time. In
return the volunteers have been able to contribute
to their local community, develop new friendships
and learn more about their local area.
In 2017 Star Health handed over responsibility
for running the Waterfront Welcomers to Port
Melbourne Neighbourhood Centre.

Left, Waterfront Welcomers and Rickshaw drivers; right,
Waterfront Welcomer, Lauren
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PORTogether was a community arts project
that was developed in response to the concerns
raised by local people that the rapid population
changes in Port Melbourne were impacting
community cohesion. SHIP identified the
production of art as way to bring diverse groups
together around a sense of purpose.

▶ Digital and photographic stories of

SHIP ran four PORTogether programs,
supporting local residents to document and
share stories of connection in Port Melbourne,
each with a different focus:

SHIP worked with Port Phillip Community
Group (PPCG) to deliver the 12 week courses
that provided participants with skills in
photography, graphic design and film. Five
volunteers also contributed their skills in
facilitating the courses. A PORTogether blog
was created to further share the stories and to
provide an opportunity for other people to add
their stories.

▶ Photographic stories of place and people

showcased at an exhibition at Gasworks Arts
Park gallery and in a book.

▶ Posters with messages of connection based

on the New Economics Foundation 5 ways
of wellbeing framework displayed in 18 shop
windows on Bay Street and a pop up gallery
at Station Pier.

Opposite: two images from the PORTogether:
People + Places Exhibition, 2015: top, Carla, Our
Hideaway; bottom, Peter, The Old and the New.

Fishermans Bend and Port Melbourne: 20
minute city, 24/7 then and now exhibited at
two local libraries.

▶ Short films about residents activating new
ideas screened at a SHIP event.

Twenty four people participated in the
PORTogether courses with a number of
participants attending more than one course.
PORTogether supported the creation of 137
stories that explored connection to people and
place. These stories were showcased at six
events that had a total attendance of 852 people.
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Physical Activity

T

hrough SHIP’s community assessment it
was identified that there are a number of
issues that make it hard for some people in
Port Melbourne to be active on a regular basis.
These included a lack of information about the
physical activity opportunities available locally,
the high costs of some sport and recreation
activities, and the limited capacity of some
sports clubs to take on new members. It was
also identified that there were less physical
opportunities for girls.
SHIP undertook an audit of all the resources
that supported physical activity in Port
Melbourne including sports club, sports and
recreation facilities, gyms, fitness classes and
recreation activities. This information was used
to develop the More Active More Often Physical
Activity Map that was distributed through
the Port Melbourne community as a way of
promoting physical activity.
SHIP also undertook a walkability audit using a
Heart Foundation tool to assess how walkable
Port Melbourne was and to identify areas for
improvement. The audit engaged 100 people
through an online survey, a pop-up stall and a
community forum. The final report was shared
with key stakeholders including the City of Port
Phillip (http://www.shiportmelbourne.com.au/
wp-content/uploads/SHIP-Walkability-Report.
pdf).

SHIP worked with Port Melbourne Primary
School on a number of physical activity projects
to support students to be more physically active.
This included a lunchtime dance-club that was
focussed on getting girls more active and a
volunteer sports mentor program to encourage
better sporting behaviour amongst students
during lunchtime breaks. SHIP also worked

with the City of Port Phillip to support active
transport at the school, including traffic counts,
and installing path signage to highlight active
transport routes to the school.
SHIP supported a range of new physical
activity opportunities as way of providing
people with an opportunity to get active. This
included running volunteer-led walking groups,
supporting free activities as part of Active April
(www.activeapril.vic.gov.au), free outdoor yoga,
tai chi and pilates classes, and a beginners
cycling workshop for seniors. SHIP also worked
with the Star Health Physical Educator to
develop new low-cost facilitated gym sessions.
While SHIP successfully developed a range of
new affordable physical activity opportunities it
was not able to make substantial impact on the
accessibility of existing sports and recreation
activities. This was in part due to the lack of
direct influence SHIP had and also because
of the limited capacity of many local sport
and recreation clubs that are generally run by
volunteers.

PHYSICAL ACTIVIT Y
OBJECTIVES
● Making it easier to find out about
ways to be physically active
● Making sure everyone is welcome
and able to take part in local
physical activity
● Developing new opportunities
to take part in local sport and
recreation activities

Port Melbourne Iceberg in action, photo © David Sinclair
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS & EVENTS
Active Travel @ PMPS
Installed path signage to highlight active
transport routes to Port Melbourne Primary
School

Seniors Can Cycle
Ran a beginners cycling course as part of the
Victorian Seniors Festival

More Active More Often
Map
2500 More Active More Often physical activity
maps were distributed in Port Melbourne

Walking Groups
3 weekly walking groups completed 116 walks

ALKING
W
SCHOOL
GROUPS

Be A Sport Mentor
Program
5 volunteers contributed 177 hours to promote
good sporting behaviour at Port Melbourne
Primary School

Lunch time Dance Club
An average of 34 students participated in a
weekly lunchtime dance club at Port Melbourne
Primary School

Port Melbourne Gym Club
Ran 73 facilitated gym sessions at a Goodlife
Gym Port Melbourne

38

at Port Melbourne Primary

Health & wellbeing for all
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
CASE STUDY

Port Melbourne
Icebergs
Port Melbourne Icebergs

Port Melbourne Icebergs was established by
David Sinclair, a SHIP Committee resident
member, based on the Bondi Icebergs
swimming club that has been running since
1929. SHIP supported David to start this weekly
Saturday morning community plunge into Port
Phillip Bay followed by coffee at a local cafe.
SHIP supported the development of a
communications strategy – including
engagement of a graphic designer who
designed logos, images, flyers and posters.
SHIP assisted with the development of a Port
Melbourne Icebergs Facebook page and funded
the printing of promotional materials. SHIP also
organised for the group to be covered through
Star Health’s Public Liability Insurance, allowing
participation in the group to be free.
The first group plunge occurred on Saturday
20 March 2016, with 11 participants plunging
into Port Phillip Bay and enjoying a postdip coffee whilst making new friends. Since
the inaugural plunge, 60 more plunges have
occurred throughout the year and in all kinds of
weather. Each plunge attracted an average of 10
community members.
The Port Melbourne Icebergs Facebook
page has charted the growing sense of
connection between the participants. Every
plunge has featured on the Facebook page
with photographs, comments and likes by
participants, their family and friends, as well as
others in the community who want to join or
express disbelief at swimming in cold waters
during winter months.
Port Melbourne Icebergs provides a regular,
year-round and free opportunity to get active as
well as an opportunity for social connection. The
group will continue with its community plunges
and SHIP will continue to promote this group to
the community.
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Healthy Eating

S

HIP’s community assessment identified
healthy eating as an issue for Port
Melbourne. In particular, the need for
more diversity in shops including another
supermarket, a greengrocer and a butcher.
Subsequently SHIP supported La Trobe
University dietetics students to investigate food
security in Port Melbourne. The investigation
found that the cost of healthy food in Port
Melbourne was higher than the Victorian
average. This investigation also identified the
lack of grocery options in Port Melbourne.

The information from this investigation was used
by the La Trobe University dietetics students
to develop a Healthy Eating on a Budget
Toolkit. An electronic version of the toolkit was
made available on the previous Inner South
Community Health website and the City of Port
Phillip website and hard copies were distributed
to community agencies and hubs.
SHIP provided healthy-eating information
through its communications and at key
community events. SHIP also delivered two
SecondBite FoodMate food-skills programs,
targeted at people at risk of food insecurity.
SHIP also ran a number of food-skills
workshops at community events. In response
to the varying success of these food skills
workshops SHIP worked with the Star Health
dietetics team to support La Trobe University
dietetics students to scope and develop a toolkit
for food skills programs for a number of different
target populations. Subsequently the students
returned to Star Health as volunteers to pilot
those programs.
SHIP established a weekly bus trip to Queen
Victoria Market in response to a number of older
public housing residents expressing interest
in visiting the market for its more affordable

fresh food. The trips were facilitated through
a volunteer driver and utilised the City of Port
Phillip community hire bus.
The SHIP Healthy Eating Working Group
developed a community campaign to address
sugary drink consumption. This included a
screening of That Sugar Film at Gasworks
Backyard Cinema, distribution of Rethink Sugary
Drinks resources, sugary drinks displays at
community events and early learning centres,
and working with the Ports Colts Juniors football
club to explore ways of reducing the number of
sugary drinks available through the club.
A key lesson was that improving healthy food
affordability and accessibility takes a long-term
approach and a variety of strategies. Another
key lesson was that any programs aimed at
providing people with the skills to eat a healthy
diet need to be tailored to meet the needs of
particular target groups.

HEALTHY EATING
OBJECTIVES
● Supporting people to have the
knowledge, skills and resources
to eat a healthy diet
● Bringing the community together
to support each other to eat well
● Making it easier to access
healthy food
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HEALTHY EATING PROGRAMS & EVENTS
Healthy Eating
on Budget Toolkit
200 copies of the Healthy Eating on a Budget
Toolkit were distributed to local community
agencies

Healthy Eating on a Budget Toolkit

Queen Victoria Market
Bus Trips
Ran 88 weekly bus trips to Queen Victoria
Market

12 people were trained as FoodMate facilitators.

Food Skills Workshops
Ran 7 healthy eating activities at community
events

That Sugar Film Screening
Over 40 people attended a screening of That
Sugar Film at Gasworks Backyard Cinema
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Above, Market Day bus trip, photo by Sally; opposite, David, assisted
by Amie, powers a green smoothie.

HEALTHY EATING CASE STUDY
In 2014 SHIP supported the establishment of
an initiative to work with the Port Melbourne
Primary School (PMPS) to promote healthy
eating at the school. The project was led by a
SHIP Committee member who is passionate
about promoting healthy eating and also had
children at the primary school.
The school canteen was supported to submit
their menu for assessment to the Healthy
Eating Advisory Service. The feedback from this
assessment was used to develop a traffic light
system for the school canteen menu to help
parents make healthy choices. A Star Health
dietitian also worked with the canteen providers
to explore ways that they could make their menu
healthier.
SHIP ran a Healthy Eating @ PMPS stall at
the Port Melbourne Primary School Fete in
November 2015. The stall offered free samples
of healthy school snacks, information on

Healthy Eating @ PMPS
packing healthy lunches and a sugary drinks
display. Parents with children at the school were
also asked to complete a survey about school
lunches and the issues they face in providing
healthy food for their children. A total of 68
parent surveys were completed.
At the beginning of 2016 the school committed
to introducing a healthy eating policy. A draft
healthy eating policy was developed with input
from parents and staff. This policy covered a
range of areas including fundraising, the school
canteen, rewards, celebrations and staff. The
policy took effect at the start of the 2017 school
year.
Star Health will continue to provide support to
Port Melbourne Primary School to implement
and monitor their healthy eating policy including
working with the school canteen providers to
increase the number of healthy options on the
menu.
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Access to
Health Services

T

hrough SHIP’s community assessment
it was identified that were was a lack
of low cost health services in Port
Melbourne in particular a short-supply of bulkbilling GP appointments. Other key primary
health services such as Star Health in South
Melbourne and the Alfred Hospital were difficult
to get to from Port Melbourne without a car.
It was also identified that there was a lack of
information about how, where and when to
access health services.

SHIP undertook an audit of local affordable
health services, GP bulk billing appointments
and transport links to primary health facilities.
This information was used to develop the My
Health Contacts wallet cards. The information
on GP appointments was used to build the
business case for establishing a bulk-billing GP
service at Star Health’s South Melbourne site.
SHIP ran a number of courses to provide
local people with the skills to look after their
own health and the health of others in the
community, including Mental Health First Aid,
CPR and Make A Move Falls-Prevention. In
addition SHIP partnered with Port Melbourne
Library to run a series of library health talks that
covered topics including managing stress and
anxiety, sleep health and Type 2 Diabetes.
Through conversations with Star Health’s
Oral Health Team children’s oral health was
identified as a priority. This resulted in SHIP
partnering with five early learning services in
Port Melbourne to successfully receive funding
to run the Smiles 4 Miles program. Through
Smiles 4 Miles the learning services were
supported to review their menus, implement
learning activities and access Star Health’s oral
screening program. The program subsequently
expanded to 16 services across the Cities of Port
Phillip and Stonnington.

In 2016 SHIP partnered with South Port Day
Links to hold a Healthy Ageing Expo which
provided older people in the area an opportunity
to learn about the new My Aged Care system
and other health and community services
available to them.
As with many of the other priority areas, the
biggest challenge for the access to health
services priority was influencing factors such
as the availability and affordability of health
services in Port Melbourne and the transport
links to health services. These issues require
a long-term approach to advocate and plan
for the health services the Port Melbourne
community will need now and into future.
Another key learning is the need for staff
and volunteers in community organisations
and groups to be provided with training to
aid people in a health crisis. Many of these
organisations do not have funding or capacity to
provide this training to their staff and volunteers.

ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES
OBJECTIVES
● Making affordable health
services available locally
● Improving transport links to key
health services
● Making it easier to get clear and
up-to-date information about
health services and programs
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ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAMS & EVENTS
Healthy Ageing Expo
Partnered with South Port Day Links to run a
Healthy Ageing Expo, which 30 people attended

Smiles 4 Miles
16 early learning services were supported to
implement the Smiles 4 Miles program

Library Health Talks
70 people attended 3 Library Health Talks, run
in partnership with City of Port Phillip Library
Services

Mental Health First Aid
34 people completed the Mental Health First
Aid course

Are

a

you

child

Please let reception know
if your child is enrolled in a
kindergarten participating
in Smiles 4 Miles
Smiles 4 Miles is an initiative of Dental Health Services Victoria (DHSV) which
works in partnership with organisations to improve the oral health of children, their
families, early childhood staff and the wider community.
www.dhsv.org.au

CPR Course
Partnered with Life Saving Victoria to deliver
CPR training to 47 people

MAM Falls Prevention
Partnered with South Port Uniting Care to
deliver the Make A Move Falls Prevention
program to 12 participants
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ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES CASE STUDY

My Health Contacts Card

The My Health Contacts Card was initiated and
designed by the SHIP Access to Health Services
(AHS) Working Group. It had been identified
through SHIP’s community assessment that
obtaining information about health services
was difficult, particularly for older people, those
with limited internet access and those who had
recently moved to the area. The AHS Working
Group discovered there was no printed resource
listing all of the available public health services.
The AHS Working Group, comprising residents
and two partner agencies, worked with a
graphic designer to co-design a wallet-sized
health service information card. The card
included the phone numbers of local public
health services including hospitals and 24-hour
helplines, and also provided space for people
to write their health alerts, their GP’s name and
emergency contacts.
Before printing, the card was tested with 10
local residents and Star Health practitioners.

Once printed the cards were distributed around
Port Melbourne and at Star Health sites in
South Melbourne, Prahran and St Kilda. The
AHS Working Group members also handed out
cards to friends, neighbours, community groups,
housing agencies, council offices, libraries
and neighbourhood centres, and the cards
were promoted through Star Health and SHIP
communications. The level of interest in the card
led to second edition that included services in
the City of Stonnington.
In total 7,500 cards were distributed to 22
community groups/agencies/businesses and
11 clinicians/program areas at Star Health. The
evaluation of the first edition identified that
people found it useful and it had increased their
understanding of the health services available.
Recently Star Health's Health Literacy Working
Group reviewed the card and it will be
rebranded and reprinted for use by Star Health.
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The Future of SHIP

I

n June 2016 the SHIP Committee began
discussions about the future of SHIP
beyond June 2017. Star Health committed
to providing $50,000 annually for two years
post June 2017 as well offering to auspice
SHIP. A working group was established to
lead the work on transitioning SHIP that
included residents, partner agencies and
SHIP staff. This working group focused on
reviewing SHIP’s partnerships, ongoing
projects and evaluation to develop a new
governance model, a new scope of work
and a plan for the next four years. This was
fed back to the SHIP Community Committee
to assist its decision-making about the
future of SHIP.

The SHIP Community Committee decided
that the committee would continue to lead
the work of SHIP under the auspices of
Star Health but that the resident committee
members would no longer receive a sitting
fee. The committee also decided to use
the majority of funding from Star Health
to employ a part-time project worker to
support the work of the SHIP Committee
with the remainder of the funds to be used
to support its projects and initiatives. It was
also decided to establish a SHIP website
separate from the Star Health website. The
learning from SHIP’s work and the interests
of the SHIP Committee members helped
to narrow SHIP’s future focus to creating
connections, promoting opportunities for
community participation and supporting
resident-led initiatives.
As a result of this narrowed focus, it was
decided that SHIP would only continue to
lead projects that fit within the new aim and
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values, including PORTogether and the Little
Free Libraries. The responsibility for a number
of other ongoing SHIP led activities was handed
over to different areas of Star Health including
the walking groups, the Queen Victoria Market
bus trips and the My Health Contacts Cards.
The responsibility for a few projects was
handed over to partner agencies: including the
Waterfront Welcomers to the Port Melbourne
Neighbourhood Centre and the lunchtime dance
club and Be A Sport mentor program to Port
Melbourne Primary School. Initiatives such the
Port Melbourne Icebergs that were supported
by SHIP but not run by SHIP staff will continue
to run independently. Star Health will continue
to run the Smiles 4 Miles Program with a focus
on early learning centres across Port Phillip and
Stonnington. The Health Promotion Team will
also continue to work with Star Health dietitians
to provide support to Healthy Eating @ PMPS
and to develop new food skills programs.
Star Health’s Health Promotion Team will
continue to support the work of SHIP through
the SHIP project officer. However, the majority
of the team’s work will focus on it new health
promotion priorities across the Cities of Port
Phillip and Stonnington. Through this work
the Health Promotion Team will continue to
build upon the connections it has built in Port
Melbourne to improve the health and wellbeing
of the Port Melbourne community. In addition,
Star Health will continue to provide health
services for the Port Melbourne community and
to advocate for the health and wellbeing needs
of the area as it continues to grow and change.
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Social Health
& Inclusion Port
2017-2019
The Social Health and Inclusion Port (SHIP) Project
is a partnership between residents and local agencies
The aim of SHIP is to promote and support
a connected, healthy and inclusive Port Melbourne
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VALUES

WHAT WE DO

We are fun, social, inclusive, creative and
healthy
We support residents to turn ideas into action
We celebrate the good things about the Port
community
We promote healthy environments and
lifestyles
We bring the old and new Port together
We support residents to gain skills, share their
skills, or link to other residents who have the
skills and knowledge to help projects and
activities to get off the ground
We partner with local groups and agencies to
run activities and projects

Incubator for new projects
We support residents to turn ideas into
activities that are fun, social, innovative,
inclusive and creative. We provide: mentoring,
resources and assistance with promotion.

Communications
We promote opportunities for people to
participate and connect through our website,
Facebook, monthly mailchimp and flyers.

Connecting and linking
We help residents get linked in to opportunities
and activities, or to people and agencies with
skills and resources that can support them.

We engage with a diverse range of people with
all abilities

www.shiportmelbourne.com.au
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SHIP
Community Committee Partners

St Kilda Youth Service

and the Port Melbourne Community

